Join the MCC Center for Teaching & Learning
Tuesday, May 26 - Thursday, May 28

8:00 a.m. - 8:45 a.m.
Rise & Shine Session: Engaging Conversations with VoiceThread
Course #001800, Session #0006, Room AS-175
Engage your learners with conversations around shared video, images, documents, slide presentations and more using VoiceThread. In this eye opening morning session we will demonstrate how to use this amazing and easy-to-use tool (within Canvas) to tell content stories, generate lively conversations, build community, demonstrate/explain tough concepts (using illustration tools) and create dynamic presentations. See how even a MS Word document can come to life for learners as they use voice, video and text-based comments to share their thoughts and ideas. Presented by Helice Agria.

9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Crossroads Apps + Lessons: Review & Assessment
Course #002121, Session #0002, Room AS-175
Educators need to make informed decisions by using formal and informal assessment as appropriate to support, verify and document learning. Join us as we explore the Crossroads, where lesson design meets technology apps that can be used to evaluate and assess understanding of the concepts taught. Discover how to effectively support and engage learners using a variety of devices including tablets, phones and computers in this hands-on session. Presented by Beth Alsen.

10:15 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
Getting Started with Flipping, Gaming & Badging!
Course #002210, Session #0001, Room AS-175
The ECAR Survey and NMC Horizon Report reveal that Gamification, alternative credentials (Badging) and the Flipped Classroom Model are growing trends in higher education. But what are these trends? Are they viable? And what do they mean for us as educators and for our learners? Come to this session to get a brief overview of the techniques and tools of each of these teaching and learning methods. See how these trends are transforming higher education and talk with your colleagues about manageable and authentic ways to incorporate these ideas into your courses. Presented by Andrew Kasian, Multimedia Producer MCC.

12:00 p.m. - 12:45 p.m.
Smore-Sized Learning! Virtually Awesome, Google Cardboard
Course #002311, Session #0001, Room AS-175
Join us for a camp snack and an engaging hands-on experience with Google Cardboard, a fun and affordable way to experience virtual reality. See how a phone can expand our view of the universe or dive us in to the depths of a cave. Stand in the ancient wonders of the Roman Pantheon and feel the excitement as you catch a plane to new ways of teaching and learning with technology. Presented by James Bowles, Helice Agria & Paul Hickey, Systems Administrator.

1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Expectations of the eLearning Academic
Course #002312, Session #0001, Room AS-175
Whether you’ve been teaching online for a decade or interested in starting, you may be wondering what the expectations are of professionals in elearning academia. How should you stay abreast of the ever-changing landscape of educational technology? Plan to attend this session and walk away with a foundation for what you should be doing as an eLearning Academic as well as how you fit into the bigger picture of eLearning at the College. Presented by Laura Ballard, eLearning Director MCC.

2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Introducing the MCC Video Toolbox
Course #002313, Session #0001, Room AS-175
Looking for assistance with video? Look no further. Come to this session to see our new MCC Video Toolbox, carefully packed with everything you need to create stunning and content rich videos that will help your learners reach their educational goals. Presented by Andrew Kasian, Multimedia Producer MCC.

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Event Celebration
Join us for the final campfire! Share a snack and your camp stories with your colleagues. Show off your camp crafts and tell us how we can improve the camp site for next year!

Questions? Concerns. Suggestions. (480) 461-7331 OR ctl@mesacc.edu

Register Now:
http://tinyurl.com/MCCRegisterNOW

All Sessions are held at the Mesa Community College, Southern & Dobson Campus, AS Building. Check schedule for specific rooms.

Earn Digital Badges for Participation!
Tuesday, May 26

8:00 a.m. - 8:45 a.m.
Camp Orientation
MCC Center for Teaching & Learning, AS-160
See what is in store for the 6th Annual Camp Innovate! Join us for morning camp formation! Pick up a camp schedule while enjoying light refreshments. Meet the CTL staff as we get ready for a week of informative activities that can invigorate your teaching and learning.

9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Crossroads: A Variety of Devices
Using a variety of devices including tablets, phones and computers in this hands-on session. Presented by Annapurna Ganesh, Education Studies Faculty MCC.

10:15 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
Making Your Multimedia Presentations Accessible
Course #002302, Session #0001, Room AS-175
In this session we present what MCC has learned about proper workflows for making videos, lecture recordings, and other multimedia formats accessible via transcriptioning services. Advice and tips for prepping materials and instructor advisement/consultation will be shared. Presented by Jeffrey Anderson, Multimedia Developer/Programmer MCC.

12:00 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.
Smore-Sized Learning! Making Amazing Icons
Course #002303, Session #0001, Room AS-175
You don’t need Photoshop to make amazing headers and icons. In this bite-sized session you will learn the basics of MS PowerPoint to enliven your course, website, etc. with beautiful and consistent image headers and icons. Tips on how to design and purposefully use headers and icons that allow you to control and support your audience will also be discussed. Presented by James Bowles, Systems Administrator MCC.

1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Crossroads Apps + Lessons
Course #002202, Session #0002, Room AS-175
Wake-Up! and discover how Google Hangouts is more than just an informal way to connect with family and friends. Hangouts can support video meetings between 1, 2, 3 easy to use interface is supported across devices (desktop, tablets and phones) and can even be used to broadcast live events and record them online! Air feature. See how you can use Google Hangouts to support your professional and instructional needs. Presented by James Bowles.

9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Crossroads Apps + Lessons: Building Connections
Course #002305, Session #0001, Room AS-175
When building a lesson, educators link academic vocabulary, prior knowledge and relevant experiences to make meaningful connections to new concepts. Join us as we explore the Crossroads, where lesson design meets technology applications (tablet and web-based) through lesson design. Join us as we review this useful tool that will connect you to a worldwide community for the 21st century classroom and framework to purposefully integrate technology to support learners. Presented by Beth Alsen, Learning Design MCC & Helice Agria Instructional Technologist MCC.

10:15 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
Embrace The Sandwich Generation!
Course #002307, Session #0001, AS-175
In this workshop participants will learn easy techniques to effectively support and engage learners using a variety of devices including tablets, phones and computers in this hands-on session. Presented by Beth Alsen.

1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Rise & Shine Session: Video Conferencing with Google
Course #002202, Session #0002, Room AS-175
Wake-Up! and discover how Google Hangouts is more than just an informal way to connect with family and friends. Hangouts can support video meetings between 1, 2, 3 easy to use interface is supported across devices (desktop, tablets and phones) and can even be used to broadcast live events and record them online! Air feature. See how you can use Google Hangouts to support your professional and instructional needs. Presented by James Bowles.

Wednesday, May 27

8:00 a.m. - 8:45 a.m.
Rise & Shine Session:
Video Conferencing with Google
Course #002202, Session #0002, Room AS-175
Wake-Up! and discover how Google Hangouts is more than just an informal way to connect with family and friends. Hangouts can support video meetings between 1, 2, 3 easy to use interface is supported across devices (desktop, tablets and phones) and can even be used to broadcast live events and record them online! Air feature. See how you can use Google Hangouts to support your professional and instructional needs. Presented by James Bowles.

1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Crossroads Apps + Lessons: Making Content Meaningful
Course #002309, Session #0001, Room AS-175
Effective lesson design engages learners by making meaning through a variety of interactive strategies and tools that can be used to apply, practice and demonstrate understanding of concepts and skills. Join us as we explore the Crossroads, where lesson design meets technology applications (tablet and web-based) through lesson design. Join us as we review this useful tool that will connect you to a worldwide community for the 21st century classroom and framework to purposefully integrate technology to support learners. Presented by Beth Alsen.

2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
New to Camp Innovate? Or a Returning Camper? Try our new Smore-Sized Learning and Rise & Shine Sessions daily. These “bite-sized” learning opportunities will give you a chance to see some cool tools and discover teaching methods while networking with colleagues over some camp snacks! Look for the icon in the schedule!